
Gine On?! is an immersive web platform telling compelling and relevant
stories through cultural practitioners, showcasing Barbadian culture with
engaging video content.

We help establish a deep connection between your brand and the audience
you wish to attract. Memorable stories that communities want to be a part of
and share while being introduced to the spirit of your brand.

We work to make sure your goals are achieved and oversee creative
direction and consultation connecting you to the right influencers and telling
relevant stories to build successful campaigns. 

From concept creation to final production and distribution, Gine On?! is ready
to share your story.

Contact
D.J Simmons:

Phone: (246) 837-2136
Email: dj@gineon.com

GineOn.com

PR IC ING  K I T

Who
Are
We?



30 second single
immersive story line

Integration into
influencer's story line

Digital marketing to drive
story line

Distribution over 7+ online
platforms

Connection to influencers’
social audience

Story line promotion over 
1 - 2 weeks

Key message of a story
shared through multiple

specific influencers

Story line unfolded over a
series of 2 - 4 videos

running approximately 3.5
minutes each

Integration into
influencers' story line

Digital marketing to drive
story line

Distribution over 7+ online
platforms

Connection to influencers’
social audience

Story line promotion over 
3 -6 weeks

Offering a complete
immersive journey into the

spirit of the brand

Full creative direction of
concept to produce an

engaging tale

Story line crafted over a
series of 5+ videos with the
opportunity to repurpose

content later

Integration with multiple
influencers

Digital marketing to drive
story line

Distribution over 7+ online
platforms

Relationships developed
with influencers’ social

audiences

Storyline creatively woven
over various platforms for

6+ weeks

STORY
PACKAGES

THE S INGLE  STORY MULT I -STORY  FABR IC INTERWOVEN  SER I ES

$450 - $800 $2500 - $8000 $12000+ 

Distributed over multiple platforms including: websites, Facebook, Instagram, Twitter WhatsApp, and more. The above pricing packages are guidelines
for general budgeting information. Please note price range depends on how many videos are needed for a successful campaign and the number of
services required. Individual modular pricing available upon request.



SERV ICES

WHAT WE  OFFER

Creative Direction
Videography
Photography

Creative Consultation
Audio Recording 

Sound Editing
Video Editing 
Script Writing 
Copy Editing
Vocal Talent

Talent Acquisition

WEBS ITE  ADS
Advertise your business on our web pages on the side bars and mobile views on GineOn.com.
All visuals on our web platforms are responsive for the best display on any device.   

$40 PER WEEK

Take advantage of sponsoring specific content on the platform and have exclusive
advertising as well as prompts to viewers without interrupting their entertainment.  

$75 PER PUBLICATION

CONTACT  US
D.J Simmons
(246) 837-2136
dj@gineon.com
GineOn.com/Bout-We


